MUSEUM
Collection

From the Louvre to the Tate Modern. From the Guggenheim to Centre Pompidou. You can find LOQI almost anywhere on this planet. Finally there is enough art to go around.

POUL GERNES Untitled Dots, 1966-68 © Gernes Estate
MAGRITTE
Golconda, 1953
RM.GO

MAGRITTE
The Treachery of Images, 1935
RM.TI
Famous Faces

An enigmatic embrace. A mesmerising moment. Enter into the golden glory of Klimt’s The Fulfilment.
GAUGUIN
Horseman on the Beach, 1902
PG.HB

MUNCH
Four Girls on the Bridge, 1905
EM.GB
Fantasia of Flowers

Deliberate dabs and daubs in deep blues and pastel hues. Let your imagination wander into the glorious garden at Giverny through Claude Monet’s Water Lilies.
A lovely landscape. Beautiful blossoms.
A monumental Mount Fuji. Soak up this scenic scene from Hokusai’s epic series “Thirty-six Views”.

HOKUSAI
Mt. Fuji from Gotenyama, 1830-32
BP.HO.FU

HOKUSAI
Mt. Fuji from Gotenyama, 1830-32
H.O.FU

HOKUSAI, HIROSHIGE
Zip Pockets
ZP.MU.HO

HOKUSAI
Mt. Fuji from Gotenyama, 1830-32
LM.HO.FU
Big blues. Wild whites. Stormy seas. Make a splash with Hokusai’s The Great Wave.

Fiery flight. Divine signs. A mystical moment. Play the game of one thousand cranes with this red-hot Japanese print.
There was a rendez-vous with the Guggenheim. A meeting of minds with the SFMOMA. Something organic that occurred with the Louvre. And a full-blown affair with the Rijksmuseum.

We love to create custom collections. We are ready when you are.
Each design tells a story.
ARTISTS Collection

We’ve climbed the mountains of Romania. Stumbled through the streets of Tokyo. Got lost in London and buzzed in Berlin. We’ll do just about anything to hunt down a LOQI artist.
Magical Mountains

Lush layers of leaves and trees. Listen to the chirps and chatter in the flora and fauna as day turns to night in this collection from HVASS&HANNIBAL.

Arbalo © HVASS&HANNIBAL
HVASS & HANNIBAL
Maze
BP.HH,MA

HVASS & HANNIBAL
Maze
HH.MA
Feel the Love of our Furry Friends

Time to Escape

Salute the Statue of Liberty. Yell out a yellow taxi.
A trip to the tip-top of the Tour Eiffel.
Take a tour in one of Berlin's old Trabis.
We’re off to explore. Let’s cross paths.
The Magic of Metallic

Black like a beetle. Beautiful as a butterfly. Eerily iridescent and luminescent. Magic is the mood with the light-refracting METALLIC collection.
Glamazon gold. Sparkling silver. Radiant golden rose.
The magic of metallic. Tote your valuables and invaluables like a super-hero with this super-power filled collection.
Reflective!

Faster than light. Brighter than a meteorite. Get ready to take flight with the white-hot REFLECTIVE collection.